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Hidalgo co-edits volume on masterpiece 
October 28, 2020 
Dr. Jose Manuel Hidalgo has edited, along with Ryan D. Giles, the long-awaited volume on the medieval 
masterpiece “The Book of Good Love”. It has finally passed through the editorial process and will be released 
in April of 2021 as “A New Companion to the Libro de buen amor” (Brill, April, 2021; Brill is a Dutch 
international academic publisher founded in 1683 in Leiden, Netherlands). 
“A New Companion to the Libro de buen amor” provides a platform for exploring current, innovative 
approaches to this classic poem. It is designed for specialists and non-specialists, from a variety of fields, who 
are interested in investigating different aspects of Juan Ruiz’s poem and in developing fruitful new paths for 
future research. 
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